No. BSNL/6-1/SR/2015 Dated the 31.03.2015

To,

All CGMs, BSNL.

Sub:- **Mtc of Lady Officers/Officials Pool for allotment of BSNL Staff Quarters.**

As per provisions made in Directorate of Estates's SR-317-B-8, separate pool of accommodation for lady officers is required to be maintained and the number & types of accommodations to be placed in lady's pool is to be determined by the government from time to time on the basis of demand & availability of housing units in Ladies Pool vis-à-vis General Pool.

2. Keeping in mind the above provisions, the competent authority has approved **2% quota** for ladies pool under each category of quarter. All Other terms & conditions of Directorate of Estates's SR-317-B-8 shall be applicable. However, the proposed **2% quota** for ladies pool is not sufficient in any Circle/field unit to cater to the needs of female staff working there, the case may be examined on the basis of demand & availability of housing units in Ladies Pool vis-à-vis General Pool and a concrete proposal may be sent to this office for consideration of the Management.

Copy for information to:-

1. PPS to CMD, BSNL.
2. PPS to All Directors, BSNL Board.
3. All PGMs/Sr.GMS/GMs, BSNL CO.
4. CGM, NTR, ND w.r.t. his case (No. 1-5/2014-Bldg./Ladies Pool Qtrs/3&4 dated 08.12.2014 & 29.01.2015.)